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parent café
Supporting Literacy:  

The Foundation for Learning 

Facilitator Notes 

•  exploring the meaning and importance of ‘literacy’. 
•  exploring how everyday activities and routines can 

contribute to developing a love of books, language, and 
reading. 

•  sharing successes and engaging strategies and available 
resources for supporting literacy.  

Session Goal: Parents will understand 
their role in supporting all aspects of 
literacy development by:  

Education for Communities, Communities for Education 
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Supporting Literacy 
Conversation Overview 

Education for Communities, Communities for Education 

How are you 
already 

supporting your 
child’s reading 
and literacy 

development? 
How do you 

help ensure that 
your child 

enjoys reading? 

What is 
literacy and 

why is it 
important in 

today’s 
world? 

What 
resources, 
people or 

places in the 
community can 
help to support 

literacy? 

How do you 
and your child 
choose books 

to read? Suggestion: 
Share these sample 
questions with parents 
to find out if there are 
other questions they 
would like to discuss.  

Facilitator Notes 

Suggestion: 
•  Use a flipchart/blackboard/newsprint on table/ to record these 

questions and revisit them at the end of the session. 

Are there other questions parents would most 
like to have answered today?  

Note: Encourage 
parents to add 
questions at any time 
during the session. 

Suggestion:  
Start the 
conversation 
by asking 
parents if they 
had a favorite 
book as a 
child. 
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What is literacy? A changing definition… 

Explore the question: 
“What is literacy?” 

Suggested Activity: 
Watch the Alberta Education 
video clip: “Literacy: A World to 
Discover” and discuss. 

   or 

Spark conversation by sharing 
images on parent handout  
*“Literacy- A changing definition”. 

Facilitator Notes 

•  Reading 
•  Writing  
•  Document use 
•  Numeracy 
•  Computer use 
•  Thinking 
•  Oral Communication  
•  Working with others 
•  Continuous learning 

      or simply  
 “Making sense of the world we live in.” 

            

Literacy is reading, writing and 
so much more! Today the 
definition of literacy includes 
many other ‘essential skills”: 

Note: 
Alberta Education, 2010, 
Literacy First: A Plan for 
Action discusses aspects of 
changing literacy. 
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Education for Communities, Communities for Education 

In today’s world, why is literacy so 
important for learning? 

What are your hopes and dreams for 
your child’s long-term literacy and 
learning? 

Facilitator Notes 

At School: 

•  A child with strong literacy skills is more likely to experience success 
throughout school. 

•  Students begin school ‘learning to read’ and then go on ‘reading to learn’. 
•  Strong communication skills have a positive effect on a child’s social, 

emotional development and academic progress. 

Beyond School: 
•  Literacy is an essential skill that effects our personal, social and work lives. 
•  Literacy has been identified as a foundational skill for the competencies of a 

21st century learner 
•  To navigate successfully in our ‘knowledge based society,” the literacy level 

needed is at least that of a high school graduate. 
•  Strong literacy is linked to improved health, active community participation, 

lifelong learning and lower risk of criminal activity.  

Literacy is important  
for all children… 

Note: 
Literacy First:  A 
Plan for Action 
Competencies for 
21st Century 
Learners 
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Education for Communities, Communities for Education 

Whose responsibility is 
it to teach and support 
literacy development? 

Note: 

*For purchase 
Calgary Reads 
Learning to Read: A 
Parent’s Role as a 
resource.  

Literacy is a shared responsibility… 

Facilitator Notes 

For a strong and healthy society, 
parents, teachers, principles, 
communities and students must work 
together to ensure the best 
opportunities for developing strong 
literacy skills.      

The mechanics of reading are taught in 
school but parents are their child’s first 
and most important teachers, providing 
the foundational skills and the desire 
needed to learn to read. 

Did you know?  
Check out Calgary Read’s 
“Eye Popping Facts”: 

• 42% of adult Canadians have low literacy 
skills.  
• 25% of children enter grade 1 already 
significantly behind their peers in literacy and 
learning skills. 
• Good literacy rates drive economic growth, 
labour market outcomes, productivity growth 
and innovation, increased returns on public 
investments in education and health. 
• Children with a literacy-focused environment 
in the early years have greater academic 
success, professional success, social success, 
health, confidence, employability and income. 

Note: See also Literacy First: A Plan for Action 
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Education for Communities, Communities for Education 

Preparing for literacy… 

When are children READY to learn to 
read and write? 

 What thinking, physical, and        
 language skills do they need? 

Note:  

Think of the 
abilities and skills 
that prepare your 
child for reading 
and literacy! 

Facilitator Notes 

Thinking skills 
 attention - ability to tune out distractions 
 organization of thoughts 
 motivation – curiosity 
 ability to remember sounds and images 

     ability to differentiate or see differences between sounds and images 
 critical thinking – problem solving 
 background knowledge 
 creativity and imagination 
 pool of mental images – inner pictures 

Physical Skills 
 healthy body – physical stamina 
 visual or eye tracking- scan words across the page 
 fine motor skills (i.e. hold a pencil, hold book, turn pages) 

Language skills  
 strong base of first language 
 listening  
 speaking  
 awareness of speech sounds (phonemic) 
 vocabulary 
 recognizing the order of words and language 

The foundational skills for literacy or 
“roots for reading” can include: 

Note: For parents 
wanting to go 
deeper: 

See Calgary Reads 
and Proust and the 
Squid: The Science 
of the Reading Brain 
(Maryanne Wolfe) 
And First 2000 
Days, 5000 Words 
power point. 
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Education for Communities, Communities for Education 

Talking, exploring, playing, 
and singing support the 
development of 
foundational literacy skills.   

How do you and your child 
enjoy these activities 
together? Why are they 
important? 

Note: 

Encourage 
parents to share 
specific activities 
and examples. 

Think of 
activities  
throughout 
your daily 
life. 

Facilitator Notes 

Talking:  
 Sharing stories, talking about their day, conversation at family meals.  
(Talking builds vocabulary which is the foundation of reading and language).  

Speaking:  
 Speaking with my child in our first language (Research shows that  
children who have a strong foundation in their home language achieve grater 
success at school). 

Exploring:  
 Visiting places in the community such as the park, the grocery store,  
library or community gardens and talk about what we see together.   
 (These experiences and knowledge will build vocabulary).  

Playing:  
 Use art, games, puppets, acting, as well as turning household activities like baking 
and shopping into fun activities. (Creative play helps to develop vocabulary and 
language skills and an understanding of the structure of a story). 

Singing:  
 Singing songs and nursery rhymes.  (builds vocabulary and rhythm of speech).  

Others…? 

Some of the ways foundational skills are built 
and reinforced include: 

Note:  
Many of the things you 
are doing with your 
children are supporting 
literacy – keep up the 
good work! 

For Parents: 

*An ABC for Parents , 
Centre for Family 
Literacy 
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Education for Communities, Communities for Education 

Why is reading aloud 
and storytelling 
important? 

Do you enjoy  
being read  
to?  

Do you have 
memories of being read 
to or having stories told?  

Facilitator Notes 

•  to expose them to vocabulary and experiences that are richer 
and beyond their own level of reading. Remember: Children who 
are reading independently still benefit from being read to!  

•  as books provide an opportunity to hear rich story language 
rather than signal language (“Once upon a time..” rather than 
“Get your shoes and coat!”). Words rarely used in conversation 
are found in books.  

•  to further develops imagination and comprehension. More 
advanced stories connect children to people, places and 
experiences far from their own life. 

•  for maintaining important family time spent on reading and 
conversation.  

•  to support traditions of storytelling that is an important part of 
many cultures. 

Reading aloud to a child is 
critical… 

Note: 

A strong vocabulary is an 
important indicator of 
school success. 5000 words 
to start kindergarten and it 
builds from there… 
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Education for Communities, Communities for Education 

What strategies do you use to 
help your child’s reading? 

For Parents: 
Calgary Reads 
*10 Things to know – reading 
at home. 
*Learning to Read:  
A Parents Role 

Calgary Board of Education  
*Family Literacy Brochure 

Facilitator Notes 

Before reading together 
 Read the book title, talk about the cover and ask your child what 
they think the book will be about.  

While reading together 
 Ensure your child can see the book; hold it together and read at 
your child’s pace.  They will pick up on the pattern of the story 
and join in with you.  
 Be expressive while you read. Point or slide your finger under the 
text.  
 Keep asking your child to predict what will happen next. 

Reading by Child 
 Begin by previewing the book and have them make predictions. 
Talk about the story - did they like it, and why?  Ask if it reminds 
them of something in their own life or another story. Make a plan 
to read again. 

Sample reading strategies : 
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Education for Communities, Communities for Education 

How do you and your  
child choose books? 

  - for your child to read? 
  - for you to read aloud  

    to your child? 

What is your  
child’s  
favorite book?  

Why? 

How do we 
know when 
a book is at 
the right 
level for our 
child to 
practice 
reading? 

Facilitator Notes 

•  Choosing “just right” books for your child to practice reading is essential. 
These are books that of interest and at a comfortable reading level. Talk 
with your child’s teacher, resource teacher or librarian for help. 

•  Offer a variety of books to read: picture books, fairy tales, information 
books, alphabet books, pop-up books, wordless books, story books, dual 
language books, books with audio (CDs) to listen along or books on DVDs to 
watch. The public library and thrift stores or second hand bookshops are a 
great resource. 

•  Boys often prefer non-fiction, ie. Books about sports, space or animals 
•  Children tend to stay interested when they have the chance to read and talk 

about things that interest them or include stories they relate to. Let them 
help to choose books! 

•  Children often want to read their favorite books over and over again, 
they will enjoy this experience and continue to learn. 

Choosing books … 

For Parents: 

*Calgary Reads 
50 books to read before 
you are 8! 

*Centre for Family Literacy 
Tip Sheets 

Calgary Public Library 
website - Kid’s Only - 
Great Books         
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Education for Communities, Communities for Education 

How do you help your child  
enjoy reading, and engage in  
what is being read? 

Where and when do 
you read together 
with your child? 

What are your 
favorite routines 
around reading? 

Facilitator Notes 

  Keeping the experience fun and positive! 

  Reading aloud daily. 

  Being expressive while reading. 

  Providing a cozy, comfortable reading space. 

  Giving their child chances to engage with the books: holding 
them, turning pages, looking at the pictures, and telling the story. 

  Thinking beyond the book by reading and talking about the books 
together. Ask questions like: “What is happening in the story? 
What do you think will happen next? What do you notice in the 
pictures?  What experiences are you reminded of from the book?” 

  Reading in our home language or with dual language books.  

  Modeling reading; letting my child see me reading.  

  Choose books that your child will enjoy. 

Parents promote enjoyment and 
engagement in reading by: 

Suggestion: 

Keep reading fun and 
social! Check out 
Calgary Reads and 
Calgary Public Library 
book clubs for kids. 
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Education for Communities, Communities for Education 

Who are the people or places in 
the community that can provide 
help in supporting literacy? 

Encourage sharing of  
specific family, school 
and community 
resources. 

Facilitator Notes 

Examples: 
•  I use the Public Library programs, and I always ask the librarian for 

book recommendations.  
•  I am a volunteer tutor with Calgary READS- they provide training to 

work one on one with struggling students which helps me with my 
own child. 

•  We organized the seniors in our community to come to the school for 
1:1 reading and storytelling. 

•  I work to communicate regularly with my child’s teacher to see how 
their reading is coming along. 

•  I monitor and limit my child’s computer time to quality websites such 
as STARFALL and Robert Munsch . 

•  I look to the INFORM ALBERTA website and search literacy programs 
to find programs in my community. 

Parents taking advantage of 
local resources and supports: 

For Parents: 

*Calgary Reads: 
*Inventory of Programs and 
Services Impacting Literacy for 
Young Children in Calgary 
* Café’s Local Literacy Resources 

Note: Calgary’s CanLearn Centre 
offers programs, support and 
assessment for parents who feel 
their child is experiencing challenges 
in reading and learning.  

Use Café’s 
Your 
Learning 
Community 
to map 
resources 
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Education for Communities, Communities for Education 

After our discussion today,  
would you like to set a goal or 
try something new to support 
reading and literacy 
development in your home or 
school community? 

What else 
would you like 
to know about 
supporting 
your child’s 
literacy 
development?  

Facilitator Notes 

Examples… 

•  Host a nightly family reading time complete with snacks. 
•  Attend a library program. 
•  Start your own neighborhood book swap  
•  Ask grandparents or other family members  
    to share stories with children. 
•  Others?... 

Great Ideas from the Parents… 

For Parents: 

Looking for 
Inspiration? 
*27 Ways to 
Celebrate Family 
Literacy Day?  

(S. Eaton, 2010) 

Do you want to make a 
difference in your school 
community by supporting 
literacy?  
Calgary Reads provides support 
and resources for parents and 
teachers who would like to host 
Family Literacy Events and/or 
lead a Literacy Action Team in 
their school community. 


